**ten commandments in catholic theology wikipedia** - the ten commandments are a series of religious and moral imperatives that are recognized as a moral foundation in several of the abrahamic religions including catholicism as described in the old testament books exodus and deuteronomy the commandments form part of a covenant offered by god to the israelites to free them from the spiritual slavery of sin, celebrating god’s faithfulness lectionary reflection for - with that in mind we come to this reading carved out of words of judgment a reading that emphasizes god’s faithfulness and compassion lest we get ahead of ourselves and imagine god to be nothing more than our compliant pal a baby sitter who lets us get away with murder we might want to heed verse 10 which declares but they rebelled and grieved his holy spirit therefore he, masturbation what does the bible say is masturbation a sin - is masturbation a sin everyone knows in their hearts that masturbation is evil and a sin and against the natural law what does the bible say about masturbation, catholic harbor of faith and morals - april 28th st vitalis martyr saint vitalis was a first century christian citizen of milan and the father of the twin brothers and future martyrs saints gervasius and protasius he is the principal patron of ravenna where he was martyred divine providence had conducted him to that city where he saw come before the tribunal there a christian physician named ursicinus who had been tortured, smithview com smithview com - we have now finished the three chief parts of the common christian doctrine besides these we have yet to speak of the two sacraments instituted by christ of which also every christian ought to have at least an ordinary brief instruction because without them there can be no christian although alas hitherto no instruction concerning them has been given, counting the cost a sermon bob cornwall - the message is simple if you want to be my disciple then you’d better count the costs it’s an all or nothing proposition if you’re not ready to jump in with both feet and stay with the journey until the very end then perhaps its best to stay behind rather than suffer the embarrassment of starting out on the journey and having to turn back before you get to the end
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